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War and Geopolitics in Interwar Manchuria Chi Man Kwong 2017-03-06 In War and Geopolitics in Interwar Manchuria Kwong Chi Man revisits the National Revolution of 19251928 by revealing the central importance of geopolitics in the civil wars in China during the interwar period.
World War Two Jeremy Black 2003 World War II was the sum of numerous related conflicts with their own causes, patterns and outcomes. This convincing survey takes a global
perspective to explain the complicated course of the war in military terms.
Warfare and Society in Imperial Rome, C. 31 BC-AD 280 Brian Campbell 2002-03-14 This well-documented study of the Roman army provides a crucial aid to understanding the
Roman Empire in economic, social and political terms. Employing numerous examples, Brian Campbell explores the development of the Roman army and the expansion of the
Roman Empire from 31 BC-280 AD. When Augustus established a permanent, professional army, this implied a role for the Emperor as a military leader. Warfare and Society in
Imperial Rome examines this personal association between army and emperor, and argues that the Emperor's position as commander remained much the same for the next 200
years.
Japanese-American Civilian Prisoner Exchanges and Detention Camps, 1941-45 Bruce Elleman 2007-11 The important and previously undocumented event in the history of the
Second World War: the negotiation of 'prisoner' exchanges between the United States and Japan during 1941 to 1943, is examined here by Bruce Elleman. Approximately 7000
American citizens had been arrested by the Japanese authorities while visiting Japan as tourists, conducting business, teaching English or carrying out missionary work. The same
amount of Japanese citizens living illegally in the United States had to be repatriated to secure the Americans' release. Challenging the conventional perceptions regarding the role
and justification of the detention camp, this insightful book addresses questions regarding the diplomatic agreement between Japan and the United States, the JapaneseAmerican detention camps and the role of one of the most successful minority groups in the United States today: the Japanese-Americans.
The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War Richard H. Immerman 2013-01-31 The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War offers a broad reassessment of the period war based on new
conceptual frameworks developed in the field of international history. Nearing the 25th anniversary of its end, the cold war now emerges as a distinct period in twentieth-century
history, yet one which should be evaluated within the broader context of global political, economic, social, and cultural developments. The editors have brought together leading
scholars in cold war history to offer a new assessment of the state of the field and identify fundamental questions for future research. The individual chapters in this volume
evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war's reach in world history. They call into question orthodox ways of ordering the chronology of the cold war and also present
new insights into the global dimension of the conflict. Even though each essay offers a unique perspective, together they show the interconnectedness between cold war and
national and transnational developments, including long-standing conflicts that preceded the cold war and persisted after its end, or global transformations in areas such as human
rights or economic and cultural globalization. Because of its broad mandate, the volume is structured not along conventional chronological lines, but thematically, offering essays
on conceptual frameworks, regional perspectives, cold war instruments and cold war challenges. The result is a rich and diverse accounting of the ways in which the cold war
should be positioned within the broader context of world history.
Samurai, Warfare and the State in Early Medieval Japan Karl F. Friday 2004-08-02 Karl Friday, an internationally recognised authority on Japanese warriors, provides the first
comprehensive study of the topic to be published in English. This work incorporates nearly twenty years of on-going research and draws on both new readings of primary sources
and the most recent secondary scholarship. It overturns many of the stereotypes that have dominated views of the period. Friday analyzes Heian -, Kamakura- and Nambokuchoperiod warfare from five thematic angles. He examines the principles that justified armed conflict, the mechanisms used to raise and deploy armed forces, the weapons available
to early medieval warriors, the means by which they obtained them, and the techniques and customs of battle. A thorough, accessible and informative review, this study highlights
the complex casual relationships among the structures and sources of early medieval political power, technology, and the conduct of war.
War, Politics and Society in Early Modern China, 900–1795 Peter Lorge 2006-03-29 "In this new take on China's early modern history, Peter Lorge presents a fresh overview of
the repeated recreation of the Chinese empire through military force. Emphasizing the relationship between the military and politics, and China's power as an empire, Lorge
argues that the strength of the territorial claims and political impact of each dynasty were determined primarily by their military capacity rather than by their cultural characteristics."
"Using a chronological narrative, War, Politics and Society in Early Modern China, 900-1795 breaks free of the dynastic boundaries that shape much scholarship in this area,
focusing instead on the growing power of local elites. This power eventually led to a system of loose central control - to the sacrifice of real, centralized power over local affairs.
Ideal for students of military and Asian studies, War, Politics and Society in Early Modern China, 900-1795 is essential reading for anyone interested in the military history of
China."--Jacket.
China’s War in Korea Xiaobing Li 2019-11-05 This book re-visits the history of the Korean War of 1950-1953 from a Chinese perspective, examining Chinese strategy and
exploring why China sent three million troops to Korea, in Mao’s words, to “defend the homeland and safeguard the country”—giving rise to what became the war’s common name
in China. It also looks into the relatively neglected historical factors which have redefined China’s security concerns and strategic culture. Using newly available sources from
China and the former Soviet Union, the book considers how interactive the parameters of defense changes were in a foreign war against Western powers, how flexible Chinese
strategy was in the context of its intervention, and how expansive its strategic cultural repertoire was at the crucial moment to “defend the country.” Providing a re-examination of
China’s military decisions and strategy evolution, this text narrates the story of successive generations of Chinese leaders and provides a key insight into security issues in China
and Northeast Asia today.
Preparing for One War and Getting Another? Antulio Joseph Echevarria 2010-01-01 "This monograph examines the fundamental argument that America's adversaries are shifting
more toward irregular methods due to the demonstrated prowess of the U.S. military at conventional warfare. This argument is based on what one might call a paradoxical logic,
not unlike that described by Edward Luttwak in his classic work, Strategy. Among other things, the monograph concludes that few genuine paradoxes exist in war; most principles
that appear paradoxical are completely linear. Moreover, those adversarial states and nonstate actors employing irregular methods today were doing so long before the U.S.
military demonstrated its superiority at conventional warfare, and will likely continue to do so." -War and Militarism in Modern Japan Guy Podoler 2009-08-01 A considerable amount of writing has been published on Japan at war in WWII. Scholars have been revisiting the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904–5. This volume examines Japan’s twentieth-century approach to war and militarism in a wider perspective, bringing hitherto unexamined new
themes and subject-matter under scrutiny up to the present day.
Historical Dictionary of Modern China (1800-1949) James Z. Gao 2009-06-16 The Historical Dictionary of Modern China (1800-1949) offers a concise but comprehensive
examination of the political, military, economic, social, and cultural development of modern China. Instead of focusing merely on the political elites of China, this reference covers a
variety of significant persons, including women and ethnic minorities; new historical concepts; cultural and educational institutions; and economic activities. Drawing on newlyavailable records, including a large mass of governmental and family archives, the narratives presented reveal new facts, offer a new interpretation in accordance with China's
modernization process during the late Qing period, and a revisionist perspective on the Republican history. The chronology records not only political and military events but also
other experiences of the Chinese people. The bibliography gives prominence to current literature on China's drive towards modernization and appendixes provide the reader with
detailed information on China's cultural and economic transformation.
Chinese Military Strategy in the Third Indochina War Edward C. O'Dowd 2007-04-16 This well-researched volume examines the Sino-Vietnamese hostilities of the late 1970s and
1980s, attempting to understand them as strategic, operational and tactical events. The Sino-Vietnamese War was the third Indochina war, and contemporary Southeast Asia
cannot be properly understood unless we acknowledge that the Vietnamese fought three, not two, wars to establish their current role in the region. The war was not about the SinoVietnamese border, as frequently claimed, but about China’s support for its Cambodian ally, the Khmer Rouge, and the book addresses US and ASEAN involvement in the effort
to support the regime. Although the Chinese completed their troop withdrawal in March 1979, they retained their strategic goal of driving Vietnam out of Cambodia at least until
1988, but it was evident by 1984-85 that the PLA, held back by the drag of its ‘Maoist’ organization, doctrine, equipment, and personnel, was not an effective instrument of
coercion. Chinese Military Strategy in the Third Indochina War will be of great interest to all students of the Third Indochina War, Asian political history, Chinese security and
strategic studies in general.
Modern Chinese Warfare, 1795-1989 Bruce A. Elleman 2005-07-28 Why did the Chinese empire collapse and why did it take so long for a new government to reunite China?
Modern Chinese Warfare, 1795-1989 seeks to answer these questions by exploring the most important domestic and international conflicts over the past two hundred years, from
the last half of the Qing empire through to modern day China. It reveals how most of China's wars during this period were fought to preserve unity in China, and examines their
distinctly cyclical pattern of imperial decline, domestic chaos and finally the creation of a new unifying dynasty. By 1989 this cycle appeared complete, but the author asks how
long this government will be able to hold power. Exposing China as an imperialist country, and one which has often manipulated western powers in its favour, Bruce Elleman
seeks to redress the views of China as a victimised nation.
War and Nationalism in China, 1925-1945 Hans J. Van de Ven 2003 Offers a new interpretation of the Chinese nationalists, placing their war of resistance against Japan in the

context of their efforts to establish control over their own country and providing a critical reassessment of regional Allied Warfare.
War and Society in Imperial Rome, 31 BC-AD 284 J. B. Campbell 2002 This study of the Roman army provides a crucial aid to understanding the Roman Empire in economic,
social and political terms. The army was a dominant factor in the life of the Roman people even in times of peace. Troops were stationed in the provinces, perpetually ready for
war. When Augustus established a permanent, professional army, this implied a role for the emperor as a military leader. War and Society in Imperial rome examines this personal
association between army and emperor, and argues that the emperor's political survival ultimately depended on the army. Dealing with issues such as motives for waging war, the
soldiers' social background, methods of fighting and military organization, Brian Campbell explores the wider significance of the army and warfare in Roman life and culture. This
superbly researched survey is based on a wide range of evidence including writers, inscriptions, coins and buildings. It provides students with an invaluable guide to this important
subject.
The Making of the Modern Chinese Navy Bruce A. Elleman 2019-08-31 ‘The Making of the Modern Chinese Navy’ includes 14 historical case studies that help to illuminate a
number of special characteristics of the modern-day Chinese navy most Chinese naval officers perhaps take for granted, including a belief in the Mandate of Heaven, tributary
system and the fear of ‘losing face’ either in a diplomatic setting or by risking valuable equipment in battle. Ethnic and language differences, regional loyalties and political mistrust
potentially exacerbate these problems. Special peculiarities include the Mongol dual-officer diarchy that led to the political commissar system utilized by the People’s Liberation
Army. Outside influences, such as blockade, sanctions or embargoes, can exert a profound impact on China, just as foreign intervention or, equally important, a decision not to
intervene, can often determine the outcome of major maritime events. [NP] The 14 case studies discuss many of these characteristics, while the Conclusion examines all case
studies together and places them in a historical perspective. ‘The Making of the Modern Chinese Navy’assesses which of these historical characteristics and peculiarities are still
present in full force in China and which ones may no longer have as great an impact on the contemporary Chinese navy.
Mughal Warfare Jos J. L. Gommans 2002 This work offers a survey of the military history of Mughal India during the age of imperial splendour from 1500 to 1700.
Warfare, State and Society on the Black Sea Steppe, 1500–1700 Brian Davies 2014-04-04 This crucial period in Russia's history has, up until now, been neglected by historians,
but here Brian L. Davies' study provides an essential insight into the emergence of Russia as a great power. For nearly three centuries, Russia vied with the Crimean Khanate, the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Ottoman Empire for mastery of the Ukraine and the fertile steppes above the Black Sea, a region of great strategic and economic
importance – arguably the pivot of Eurasia at the time. The long campaign took a great toll upon Russia's population, economy and institutions, and repeatedly frustrated or
redefined Russian military and diplomatic projects in the West. The struggle was every bit as important as Russia's wars in northern and central Europe for driving the Russian
state-building process, forcing military reform and shaping Russia's visions of Empire.
The War for a Nation Susan-Mary Grant 2014-09-03 The War for a Nation provides a brief introduction to the American Civil War from the perspective of military personnel and
civilians who participated in the conflict. Susan-Mary Grant brings the war, its many battles, and those who fought them – male and female, black and white – to the center of a
riveting narrative that is accessible to general readers and students of American history. The War for a Nation explains, in a clear narrative structure, the war's origins, its battles,
the expansion of the Union, the struggle for emancipation, and the following saga of Reconstruction. By drawing its examples from primary source documents, first-hand accounts,
and scholarly research, The War for a Nation introduces readers to the human-interest aspects as well as the historiographical debates surrounding what was the most destructive
war ever fought on American soil.
War in the Modern World since 1815 Jeremy Black 2013-10-11 Conflict is central to human history. It is often the cause, course and consequence of social, cultural and political
change. Military history therefore has to be more than a technical analysis of armed conflict. War in the Modern World since 1815 addresses war as a cultural phenomenon,
discusses its meaning in different socities and explores the various contexts of military action.
Medieval Naval Warfare, 1000-1500 Susan Rose 2002 How were medieval navies organised, and how did powerful rulers use them? This fascinating account brings vividly to life
the dangers and difficulties of medieval seafaring.
Corruption and Anticorruption in Modern China Qiang Fang 2018-12-20 This collection examines corruption and abuses of power in China from the end of the imperial period to
the present. The interdisciplinary group of contributors examines how the Chinese Communist Party has adapted to economic and social changes while continuing to control the
law, state, and mass media.
Structures on the Move Antje Flüchter 2012-06-21 This book enters new territory by moving toward a new conceptual framework for comparative and interdisciplinary research on
transcultural state formation. Once more, statehood and governance are highly discussed topics, whereby modern state building is often considered to be a genuinely European
characteristic, despite the fact that early modern Europeans knew of, experienced and grappled with highly developed states in Asia. The articles collected in this book discuss
how strategies of governance were part of transcultural transfers between the two continents. The first part presents and discusses concepts of statehood in order to provide a set
of conceptual tools for analyzing the transcultural appropriation of governmental strategies. The second part is concerned with case studies that examine the transcultural
perception of governance, and the third and final part gathers perspectives on political practice in transcultural encounters (e.g. military, administration, and diplomacy)
Sino-Japanese Naval War 1894-1895 Piotr Olender 2014-07-19 This new book covers the Sino-Japan Naval War 1894-1895, a little-known part of late 19thC naval history. The
First Sino_Japanese War (1 August 1894 _ 17 April 1895) was fought between Qing Dynasty China and Meiji Japan, primarily over control of Korea. After more than six months of
continuous successes by the Japanese army and naval forces, as well as the loss of the Chinese port of Weihai, the Qing leadership sued for peace in February 1895. The
background, operations and outcomes are described in detail. All the ships involved, both Japanese and Chinese, are described and illustrated with full technical specifications.
Profusely illustrated with scale drawings, maps, drawings and rare photos.
China’s Use of Military Force in Foreign Affairs Markus B. Liegl 2017-03-16 This book explains why China has resorted to the use of large-scale military force in foreign affairs.
How will China use its growing military might in coming crisis and existing conflicts? This book contributes to the current debate on the future of the Asia-Pacific region by
examining why China has resorted to using military force in the past. Utilizing fresh theoretical insights on the causes of interstate war and employing a sophisticated
methodological framework, the book provides detailed analyses of China’s intervention in the Korean War, the Sino-Indian War, China’s border clashes with the Soviet Union and
the Sino-Vietnamese War. It argues that China did not employ military force in these wars for the sake of national security or because of material issues under contestation, as
frequently claimed. Rather, the book’s findings strongly suggest that considerations about China’s international status and relative standing are the principal reasons for China’s
decision to engage in military force in these instances. When reflecting the study’s central insight back onto China’s contemporary territorial conflicts and problematic bilateral
relationships, it is argued that the People’s Republic is still a status-seeking and thus highly status-sensitive actor. As a result, China’s status ambitions should be very carefully
observed and well taken into account when interacting with the PRC. This book will be of much interest to students of Chinese foreign policy, Asian politics, military and strategic
studies and IR in general.
Rethinking Military History Jeremy Black 2014-12-10 Rethinking Military History is a bold new 'thought book' that reconsiders military history at the beginning of the twenty-first
century. The chapters provide a valuable and concise survey of the main themes in the study of military history from 1500 to the present day as Jeremy Black reveals the main
trends in the practice and approach to military history and proposes a new manifesto for the subject to move forward. This must-read study demonstrates the limitations of current
approaches, including common generalizations, omissions, and over-simplications. Engaging theoretical discussions, with reference to specific conflicts, suggest how these
limitations can be remedied and adapted, whilst incorporating contributions from other disciplines. Rethinking Military History is essential reading for all those with an interest in
military history, and all who wish to take part in moving the discipline forward.
China's Private Army Alessandro Arduino 2017-12-15 This book illustrates the role that Private Security Companies (PSC) with ‘Chinese characteristics’ play in protecting people
and property associated with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The revival of the ancient Silk Road economic “belt,” combined with the 21st Century sea lanes of communication
known as the “road,” is intended to enhance global connectivity and increase commercial activity. However, the socio-political risks associated with Chinese outbound direct
investments are often overlooked. Terrorism, separatism, kidnapping and other risks are mostly new to Chinese companies, some of which are operating abroad for the first time.
Economic globalization and the transnational exploitation of natural resources have increased the need for Chinese-owned PSCs in spite of the disdain for the profession of “a
lance for hire.” Due to peculiar geo-strategic and geo-economic features, the “belt” from Central Asia to Pakistan and the “road” from the Somali coast to the Strait of Malacca are
characterized by a high level of insecurity. This book’s focus on how the state’s monopoly of force privatization can play a significant role in protecting the New Silk Road will be of
interest to policymakers, journalists, and academics.
Modern China Bruce A. Elleman 2019-01-29 Now in a fully updated edition, this accessible text provides a balanced history of modern China in a global context. The authors focus
especially on China’s culture, warfare, and immediate neighbors and provide a unique comparative approach to bridge the cultural divide separating Chinese history from Western
readers trying to understand it.
At the President's Pleasure Sally K. Burt 2015-05-26 At the President’s Pleasure re-examines Franklin Roosevelt’s leadership of US diplomacy with China in World War II using
new perspectives on aspects of Sino-US relations.
A History of the Modern Chinese Army Xiaobing Li 2007-06-01 Since the establishment of the Red Army in 1927, China’s military has responded to profound changes in Chinese
society, particularly its domestic politics, shifting economy, and evolving threat perceptions. Recently tensions between China and Taiwan and other east Asian nations have
aroused great interest in the extraordinary transformation and new capabilities of the Chinese army. In A History of the Modern Chinese Army, Xiaobing Li, a former member of the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA), provides a comprehensive examination of the PLA from the Cold War to the beginning of the twenty-first century that highlights the military’s
central function in modern Chinese society. In the 1940s, the Chinese army was in its infancy, and many soldiers were rural conscripts and volunteers who had received little
formal schooling. The Chinese military rapidly increased its mobility and weapon strength, and the Korean War and Cold War offered intense combat experience that not only
allowed soldiers to hone their fighting techniques but also helped China to develop military tactics tailored to the surrounding countries whose armies posed the most immediate
threats. Yet even in the 1970s, the completion of a middle school education (nine years) was considered above-average, and only 4 percent of the 224 top Chinese generals had
any college credit hours. However, in 1995 the high command began to institute massive reforms to transform the PLA from a labor-intensive force into a technology-intensive
army. Continually seeking more urban conscripts and emphasizing higher education, the PLA Reserve Officer Training and Selection program recruited students from across the
nation. These reservists would become commissioned officers upon graduation, and they majored in atomic physics, computer science, and electrical engineering. Grounding the
text in previously unreleased official Chinese government and military records as well as the personal testimonies of more than two hundred PLA soldiers, Li charts the
development of China’s armed forces against the backdrop of Chinese society, cultural traditions, political history, and recent technological advancements. A History of the Modern
Chinese Army links China’s military modernization to the country’s growing international and economic power and provides a unique perspective on China’s esttablishment and
maintenance of one of the world’s most advanced military forces.
Medieval Chinese Warfare 300-900 David Graff 2003-09-02 Shortly after 300 AD, barbarian invaders from Inner Asia toppled China's Western Jin dynasty, leaving the country

divided and at war for several centuries. Despite this, the empire gradually formed a unified imperial order. Medieval Chinese Warfare, 300-900 explores the military strategies,
institutions and wars that reconstructed the Chinese empire that has survived into modern times. Drawing on classical Chinese sources and the best modern scholarship from
China and Japan, David A. Graff connects military affairs with political and social developments to show how China's history was shaped by war.
Japan at War: An Encyclopedia Louis G. Perez 2013-01-08 This compelling reference focuses on the events, individuals, organizations, and ideas that shaped Japanese warfare
from early times to the present day. • Topic finder lists • A comprehensive timeline • 10 maps of key military theaters • Essential primary source documents related to the military
history of Japan
Warfare and Society in Europe Michael S. Neiberg 2004 Combining a traditional survey of military history with a survey of social issues, Michael S. Neiberg examines warfare in
Europe from the Fashoda conflict in modern-day Sudan to the recent war in Iraq.
Military Force and Elite Power in the Formation of Modern China Edward A. McCord 2014-01-21 The China we know today emerged at the end of a long period of internal
rebellions, civil wars, foreign invasions, and revolutionary insurrections that stretched across the nineteenth century to the mid-point of the twentieth. This book explores one
important consequence of this situation—the increased role of military force in the determination of elite social, political, and economic power, and presents fascinating case
studies of the warlords, militia leaders, and military officers who benefited from this. Examining the intersection of military force and elite power in the formative years of modern
Chinese history, this book highlights just how important military force was to elite power in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century China in a context of frequent warfare and
political turmoil. It shows that the way in which military empowerment unfolded and who exactly was empowered, depended heavily on shifting military and political conditions, and
each case confirms the extent to which military force emerged as a consistently significant determinant of elite power across this period. Indeed, the transformative effect of
military force on social and political structures of power revealed by these studies sheds distinctive light on the prevalence, and wide-ranging impact, of military conflicts in this
period. In turn, these studies also provide a particular perspective on the fluid boundaries of, as well as the constraints on, elite power in Chinese society in a time of intense social
and political change. This book makes an important contribution to our understanding of the rise of modern China, and provides a keen insight into impact of war on the country,
as such, it will be welcomed by students and scholars interested in Chinese history, Asian history, and military history more broadly.
China's Naval Operations in the South China Sea Bruce A. Elleman 2017-11-15 This book provides a history of the South China Sea conflict and lays out the stakes for each of
the bordering states and China's interaction with them - namely, Vietnam, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Indonesia; it also examines the U.S. government's role in
the region. China's Naval Operations in the South China Sea is highly topical; it examines the evolving perception of the People's Republic of China's (PRC) of the South China
Sea (SCS), and Beijing's accompanying maritime strategy to claim the islands and waters, particularly in the context of the strategies of the neighbouring stake-holding nations. In
addition to long-standing territorial disputes over the islands and waters of the SCS, China and the other littoral states--Vietnam, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan, and
Indonesia--have growing and often mutually exclusive interests in the offshore energy reserves and fishing grounds. Many other countries outside of the region worry about the
protection of sea lines of communication for military and commercial traffic, oil tankers in particular. These differences have been expressed in the increasing frequency and
intensity of maritime incidents, involving both naval and civilian vessels, sometimes working in coordination against naval or civilian targets. Each chapter on the littoral states
closely examines that state's territorial claims to the islands and waters of the SCS, its primary economic and military interests in these areas, its views on the sovereignty disputes
over the entire SCS, its strategy to achieve its objectives, and its views on the U.S. involvement in any and all of these issues.
Modern Chinese Warfare, 1795-1989 Bruce A. Elleman 2005-07-28 Why did the Chinese empire collapse and why did it take so long for a new government to reunite China?
Modern Chinese Warfare, 1795-1989 seeks to answer these questions by exploring the most important domestic and international conflicts over the past two hundred years, from
the last half of the Qing empire through to modern day China. It reveals how most of China's wars during this period were fought to preserve unity in China, and examines their
distinctly cyclical pattern of imperial decline, domestic chaos and finally the creation of a new unifying dynasty. By 1989 this cycle appeared complete, but the author asks how
long this government will be able to hold power. Exposing China as an imperialist country, and one which has often manipulated western powers in its favour, Bruce Elleman
seeks to redress the views of China as a victimised nation.
The Evolution of Operational Art John Andreas Olsen 2011 Broadly defined as the grey area between strategy and tactics, operational art spans the theory and practice of
planning and conducting campaigns and major operations aimed at accomplishing strategic and operational objectives in a given theatre of operations. An intermediate link
between strategy and tactics has always existed, but a distinct concept that encompasses a systematic and deliberate plan of campaign for major operations is a mere two
hundred years old. Based on country specific case-studies, this book describes how the concepts that underpin operational art originated, how they received practical expression
in various campaigns, and how they developed over time. The point of departure is the campaigns of 'the God of War', Napoleon Bonaparte. The book then proceeds with
chapters on the evolution of operational art in Prussia / Germany, the Soviet Union / Russia, the United Kingdom, United States, Israel, and China. The final chapter deals with the
future of operational art in irregular warfare. Theory is critical to refining and improving existing methods of applying operational warfare, and its importance cannot be overstated;
however, to be useful, theory and its accompanying vocabulary must be combined with a proper examination of historical trends and practical experience. The present volume
attempts to achieve that combination. This book is a project of the Oxford Leverhulme Programme on the Changing Character of War.
Warfare in China Since 1600 Kenneth Swope 2017-05-15 Warfare has shaped the modern history of China more than any other single factor. This book brings together the best
recent English language scholarship on warfare in China over the last four centuries and situates warfare within the broader sweep of China's modern historical development.
China at War Xiaobing Li 2012-01 This comprehensive volume traces the Chinese military and its experiences over the past 2,500 years, describing clashes with other kingdoms
and nations as well as internal rebellions and revolutions. * Approximately 300 A–Z entries covering China's military tradition over the past 2,500 years * Contributions from over
50 distinguished international scholars from China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, Great Britain, Canada, and the United States * Maps of China and Asia, depicting provinces and
major cities, major battles and campaigns, and disputed borders * Photographs of military leaders, soldiers, weapon systems, and battle grounds * Selected multicultural
bibliography of research materials from the field of military history, both in English and in Chinese * A helpful appendix of Chinese dynasties
The Battle for Manchuria and the Fate of China Harold M. Tanner 2013-03-18 “A well-organized and excellently researched work” (H-War) on one of the crucial battles of China’s
civil war. In the spring of 1946, Communists and Nationalist Chinese were battled for control of Manchuria and supremacy in the civil war. The Nationalist attack on Siping ended
with a Communist withdrawal, but further pursuit was halted by a ceasefire brokered by the American general, George Marshall. Within three years, Mao Zedong’s troops had
captured Manchuria and would soon drive Chiang Kai-shek’s forces off the mainland. Did Marshall, as Chiang later claimed, save the Communists and determine China’s fate?
Putting the battle into the context of the military and political struggles fought, Harold M. Tanner casts light on all sides of this historic confrontation and shows how the outcome
has been, and continues to be, interpreted to suit the needs of competing visions of China’s past and future. “A genuine addition to our knowledge about this battle and the
Chinese civil war in general.” —Mark Wilkinson, Virginia Military Institute
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